
Why Santa needS 
travel inSurance
We don’t know for sure if Santa carries 
a travel insurance policy, but here are 
a few reasons why we at RSA Travel 
Insurance think it’s something he 
should seriously consider.

What if Billy’s new toy train set takes a dip 
somewhere over the Atlantic? The elves are 
going to be pretty steamed if Santa doesn’t 
have lost baggage insurance.

Santa travels around the entire 
world in one evening. If he gets 
into trouble in the United States, 
he’ll sure wish he had travel 
medical coverage. Medical costs 
there are the most expensive in 
the world. 

Santa eats a LOT of milk and cookies. He’s bound 
to get a bad batch once in a while. Did you 
know stomach ailments, including food 
poisoning, are some of the most common 
travel insurance claims? Yeah, thanks 
a lot for the peanut butter and tuna 
cookies, Sally. 

What is red and white  
and travels at the speed  
of gravity? Santa falling off your  
roof! No one can say that Santa’s 
job is an easy one.

What if Santa ends up in the hospital? Many policies 
include pet return coverage…he’ll need to make sure 
that he has coverage for 8 reindeer (9, if it’s foggy out)*

* Sorry Santa, travel insurance doesn’t typically cover the return 
of reindeer. If only a cat or dog could pull your sleigh. 

So, just how heavy is a bag containing 
enough toys for all the children in the 
world? Let’s be honest. Santa’s back is on 
borrowed time.

Because Fido didn’t know Santa  
was coming.

Try explaining to a dog that Santa isn’t 
technically breaking and entering. An 
animal bite could sideline Santa for days.

So how much would a day of 
emergency medical and baggage 
coverage cost poor ol’ Santa? 

Only $52 – a minimal cost for all the 
troubles that could come his way.


